Abstract-In this paper, we describe new faster algorithms that [p, p] of possible values of p. To be on the safe side, regulations design an optimal testing strategy for long pipeline segments.
I. INTRODUCTION P . Po, i.e., when > po.
Need for Optimal Resource Allocation for Pipeline AsInspecting Pipelines is Important: Modern technology sessment: Pipeline repairs are extremely expensive. To avoid depends on oil, gas, and other substances which are often unnecessary repairs, it is therefore important to generate transported by long buried pipelines. High-pressure corrosive estimates for p which are as accurate as possible. substances transported within a pipeline and often severe soil So, given the amount of resources available for the weld interaction make pipelines vulnerable. An especially vulnera-reliability assessment, we must allocate these resources to ble part of the pipeline is a weld where different pipes forming different possible measurements so as to provide the most a pipeline are welded together.
accurate estimation of the probability failure. A pipeline disruption can lead to serious environmental Where Uncertainty Comes into Picture: Due to the unproblem and sometimes, when the pipeline disruption occurs certainty with which we know many of the factors, we need in populated areas, to human disasters. It is therefore necessary to provide an optimal solution under uncertainty. to periodically inspect pipelines. What Was Known and What We Propose: At present, This problem is especially important for older pipelines the only way to find the optimal design is, in effect, to particular those designed in the 1950s and earlier, when the exhaustively search all possible combinations of numbers of quality of welding was much lower than at present. different measurements n , .. ., nk In this paper, we provide Inspecting Pipelines is Possible: In principle, each an analytical (fast) algorithm that find an almost optimal pipeline segment can be inspected by using mechanized ul-design (and we show that finding the exactly optimal design trasonic inspection techniques.
is NP-hard values of these parameters into the probability of the pipeline The actual value of each of these parameters xi is caused failure p. If this probability exceeds a certain regulated (small) by a large number of different independent factors. In printhreshold po, the pipeline must be repaired.
ciple, there are some major factors that affect the state of Our Estimates of p are Also Approximate: Because of the pipeline; to extend the pipeline's service, pipelines are the limited sampling, we can only determine these parameters designed in such a way that the effect of these major factors is with uncertainty; thus, the value p5 calculated based on these minimized. For example, a proper insulation is placed around measurement result is also only an approximation to the the pipeline, special anti-corrosion layers are added inside desired probability p -in other words, we have an interval the pipe, etc. After we exclude these major factors, the state of the pipe is affected by the large number of relatively
small difficult-to-exclude processes. By itself, each of these _ _=_V_nk_-_I processes has a rather small influence on the pipeline, but te -1 together (and especially in the long run), these processes can We then compute an estimate i for the pipeline's reliabilitylead to a drastic decrease in the pipeline's reliability.
by substituting these estimates into the reliability model fIt is known that for large n, the sum of n independent p= (<. k, ,Uk). (2) identically distributed random variables is almost normally distributed. This Central Limit Theorem is one of the main How can we use this estimate to gauge the pipeline reliabilreasons why Gaussian distribution is so frequent in practice; ity? In the ideal case, we can simply compare the probability see, e.g., [10] . We can therefore conclude that each of the p with the desired threshold p0. However, since the estimates parameters xi can be characterized as a normally distributed ii and &-i are only approximate, the resulting estimate 25 for random variable.
p is also only approximate. So, we cannot simply conclude
It is well known (see, e.g., [10] ) that a normally distributed that the pipeline can be exploited by simply comparing the random variable is uniquely determined by its mean and its estimate 25 with the desired threshold P0: even if 25 < po, it variance. Thus, to fully characterize the state of the pipeline, is still possible that the actual probability p is larger than the we must know the means a,... ., akc and the standard devia-estimate 25 and larger than the threshold po.
tions (71, . , (k of the parameters x ,Xk.
So, to make a correct decision on the pipeline's state, Based on this information, we need to assess the reliability we must know not only the estimate 25 for the pipeline's of the pipeline -measured, e.g., by the probability p of the probability of failure, we must also know how accurate is pipeline's failure. For different types of pipelines, there exist this estimate. In other words, we would like to have some models f that estimate the probability p of the pipeline's information about the estimation error Ap dfp-p. Our objective is to make sure that the probability of failure (Ji -(Ji are small -and thus, in our computations, we can p does not exceed the established small threshold p0.
safely ignore terms which are quadratic and higher order in
The models used in assessing pipeline reliability are rea-terms of Aai and Aui\.
sonably sophisticated. So, in the ideal case when we know In particular, if we substitute the expressions ai = Aai -ai the exact values of the statistical characteristics ai and 7i, and (7i = Avi -/ i into the formula (1), expand the result in these models provide a very good estimate of the pipeline's Taylor series in terms of small quantities Aai and Aoi, and reliability. Therefore, in this ideal case, it is easy to check then ignore quadratic and higher order terms in this expansion, decreases with the number of measurements as ; see, e.g., [9] , [10] . So, the desired estimation error Ap is a lin-measurements ni in such a way that the standard deviation or, ear combination of independent normally distributed random as described by the formula (4) We have already mentioned that measurements are expenSuppose that we have performed a few measurements, and sive -this is one of the main reasons why we did not perform a came up with the estimates ai, &ji, and p. By using the formula large number of measurements in the first place. Thus, when (4) and the known properties of the normal distribution, we selecting an experiment design, it is extremely important to can now estimate the accuracy of the estimate p2: minimize the overall measurement cost. . For example, it is known that with probability 95%, a This cost consists of two major parts: the cost of measurenormally distributed random variable with a mean a and ments themselves, and the cost of excavation that is needed to standard deviation (7 is within a "two sigma" interval gain access to the pipeline. We know the cost ci of a single measurement of the quantity xi, and we know the cost co of a [a -2(7, a + 2(7].
single excavation. To perform all the measurements, we need
In our case, this means that with probability 95%, the maxi ni excavations. Thus, the overall costs can be described actual values p of the probability of failure does not k exceed 5+ 2c(.
* Similarly, from the fact that with probability 99.9%, a i=1 i normally distributed random variable with a mean a and Thus, we arrive at the following exact formulation of the standard deviation (7 is within a "three sigma" interval problem of optimization of sampling frequencies for assessing [a - How many measurements do we need? Once we know the current reliability estimate p < po, and have selected the value Let us prove that the exact optimization problem is NPko (corresponding to the desired certainty), we will need as hard; for exact definitions of NP-hardness, see, e.g., [4] , [5] . many measurements to be able to guarantee, with the selected Specifically, we will prove that even a simplified version of degree of certainty, that p < P0. In other words, we want to our original optimization problem is NP-hard, a version in make sure that the resulting standard deviation cr satisfies the which instead of choosing arbitrary values Thj, we only have inequality 25 + ko_ Cr < Po -i.e., equivalently, the inequality two choices in and in'. In other words, for each i, we either def PO -p select to perform a small number in of measurements, or a cr < cr0 = So, we must select the number of different larg;e number in'> in of measurements. To prove NP-hardness of our problem, we will reduce a ef -m'
(10) known NP-hard problem to the problem whose NP-hardness n n we try to prove: namely, to the inverse problem for piecewise then we conclude that smooth velocity distributions.
Specifically, we will reduce, to our problem, the following 5ci ni = n Sciyi (11) subset sum problem [4] , [5] that is known to be NP-hard: i=1 i=1 i1 In the previous section, we have shown that in general, k the problem of finding the optimal sampling frequencies for £idfSo + E b (9) weld reliability assessments of long pipeline segments is NPi=.n hard. Crudely speaking, NP-hardness means that, in general, any algorithm that exactly solves all the instances of this and An,, the resulting values nj + Anj and nm + An, are still problem requires, in some cases, computation time that grows smaller than maxi ni. We want to make changes after which exponentially with the number of inputs k. In other words, if the condition is still satisfied -i.e., that do not affect the leftwe want to solve the problem exactly, then, most probably, hand side of the condition (5) . For that, we need to make sure we cannot find the optimal frequencies faster than by using that exhaustive (or almost exhaustive) search.
bj_ the condition that maxi mi remains the same is only preserved In the optimal solution, some values mi are equal to the when we decrease ml, i.e., when Ai\n < 0. This requirement maximum maxinmi and some are not. Let us first consider corresponds to Amnj > 0. So, in this case, from the fact that two unknowns mj and ml whose values are smaller than the the original cost was the smallest, we can only conclude that maximum. Then, if we select sufficiently small changes Amnj the change in cost is non-negative for Amnj > 0. This means that the coefficient at Anj at the expression (13) 
tCl
This algorithm requires computation time 0(k log(k)) + In other words, for j for which nj < maxi ni, we have 0(k) 0(k log(k)) ny = v-/A < maxi mi, and for I for which ml = max ni, 
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